Sr were interpreted in shell-model calculations performed in the configuration space (0 f 5/2 ,1p 3/2 ,1p 1/2 ,0g 9/2 ) for the protons and (1p 1/2 ,0g 9/2 ,1d 5/2 ) for the neutrons. Negative-parity states in the yrast sequences are described in these calculations by coupling 3 Ϫ proton excitations to the unpaired 1d 5/2 neutrons. A possible reduction of the gap between the proton 1p 3/2 and 1p 1/2 orbitals in 92 Sr is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Sr isotopes lying between the quasidoubly magic nuclide 88 Sr with Nϭ50 and the 1d 5/2 neutron subshell closure in the nuclide 94 Sr with Nϭ56 represent one of the regions of very low collectivity in the nuclear chart. , whereas at Nϭ60 a strong ground state deformation of ␤ 2 Ϸ0.4 in both isotopic chains was found ͓2͔. The unexpectedly low B(E2) values were proposed to be due to subshell closures of low-j orbitals at Zϭ38,40 and Nϭ56,58 that stabilize spherical configurations ͓1͔. While the energies of the 2 1 ϩ states in the even Zr isotopes increase from 919 keV at Nϭ54 ( 94 Zr) to 1750 keV at the subshell closure at Nϭ56 ( 96 Zr), the energies of the 2 1 ϩ states in the even Sr isotopes with Nϭ52-58 remain almost constant at about 800 keV. The fact that the energy of the 2 1 ϩ state at the Nϭ56 subshell closure in 94 Sr does not reach the order of the energy of the 2 1 ϩ state ͑1836 keV͒ at the Nϭ50 shell closure in 88 Sr was related to a quenching of the 1p 1/2 -1p 3/2 proton spin-orbital splitting due to the neutron-proton interaction, as neutrons are added to the 1d 5/2 neutron orbital ͓3͔. If this is valid, then the question arises whether such a quenching occurs gradually between Nϭ50 and Nϭ56 or whether it appears suddenly at Nϭ56. No apparent reduction of the gap between the proton 1p 3/2 and 1 p 1/2 orbitals was found for Sr were recently observed for the first time in a fusion-fission experiment ͓8͔. In the present work, we extended the level schemes of 91 Sr and 92 Sr and assigned tentative spins and parities to most of the levels. Tb layer of 0.78 mg cm Ϫ2 thickness evaporated on to a 13 mg cm Ϫ2 Au backing. ␥ rays were detected with the Gammasphere array ͓9͔ consisting of 93 Compton suppressed Ge detectors arranged in 17 angular rings. In front of each Ge detector, Ta and Cu absorbers of 1 mm thickness were placed to attenuate x rays. A minimum of four coincident ␥ rays was required, and a total of about 5ϫ10 9 events was collected. The ␥-␥-␥ coincidence events were sorted into an E ␥ -E ␥ -E ␥ matrix ͑cube͒.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

The
Doubly gated coincidence spectra were extracted using the code LEVIT8R ͓10͔. Examples of these spectra are shown in Figs 
A. Angular correlations of ␥ rays following fission
The analysis of directional correlations of coincident ␥ rays emitted from oriented states ͑DCO͒ was used to deduce multipole orders of the transitions and thus to assign spins to the levels they depopulate. This method is described in details in Refs. ͓11-13͔. In the present fission experiment there are no initially oriented states. Therefore, we analyzed triple angular correlations, where one of the three coincident ␥ rays was used to define an orientation in space. For this purpose, we used a method corresponding to the one described in Ref. ͓14͔. Out of all triple coincidences, only events including three ␥ rays fulfilling the following conditions were sorted into an E ␥ -E ␥ matrix:
͑i͒ ␥ rays emitted in any direction were sorted along the first coordinate of the DCO ␥-␥ matrix.
͑ii͒ ␥ rays emitted at any angle between 78.8°and 101.2°w ith respect to the direction of the ␥ ray sorted along the first coordinate were sorted along the second coordinate of the matrix.
͑iii͒ One ␥ ray was required to have the energy of the ground-state transition of the nucleus of interest and to be emitted at any angle either between 0°and 41.9°or between 138.1°to 180°with respect to the ␥ ray sorted along the first coordinate.
We use the experimental DCO ratio defined as Sr was much higher in the present experiment, the number of coincidences in the DCO matrix was drastically reduced due to conditions ͑ii͒ and ͑iii͒ and is lower than in our previous experiment. In addition, the previous data enabled gating on the 993.2 keV transition ͑cf. keV ␥ rays are quadrupole transitions. Quadrupole character may also be concluded for the 858.4 keV transition in 92 Sr, because the DCO ratio of 0.56͑15͒ obtained for the 1092.3 keV transition correponds to the value expected for a dipole transition when gating on a quadrupole transition. All the DCO ratios are, however, relatively uncertain and, consequently, spin assignments were made tentatively only.
B. The level scheme of 91 Sr
The level scheme of 91 Sr deduced from the present experiment is shown in Fig. 3 . This scheme is consistent with the one proposed in Ref. ͓8͔ up to the 4277 and 5002 keV states. In addition to that work, we established new levels on top of the 5002 keV state as well as new levels at 4461, 4680, 4689, and 5365 keV. In Ref. ͓8͔, spins and parities of (9/2 ϩ ), (13/2 ϩ ), and (15/2 Ϫ ) were tentatively proposed for the 993, 2077, and 3115 keV states, respectively, on the basis of systematic considerations. However, the DCO ratio of the 1083.6 keV transition deduced from the present data indicates a dipole transition ͑see Table I and Sec. II A͒. Therefore, we assign Jϭ(11/2) to the 2077 keV state. Furthermore, we tentatively assign negative parity to this state based on the observation of a 11/2 Ϫ state at a similar energy in the odd-mass neighbor 89 Sr ͓4,5͔. Moreover, a change from positive to negative parity via an E1 transition was also observed in the main level sequences in the even-even isotopes 88 Relative intensity derived from a spectrum gated on the 814.5 keV transition and normalized to intensity 100 of the 858.4 keV transition. keV transitions and the observation of the 829.7 keV crossover transition, we suggest assignments of (17/2 Ϫ ), (19/2 Ϫ ), and (21/2 Ϫ ) for the levels at 3575, 3945, and 4277 keV, respectively.
C. The level scheme of 92 Sr
The level scheme of 92 Sr resulting from the present experiment is shown in Fig. 4 . Spin and parity 2 ϩ of the 815 keV level have been known from previous work ͓17͔. The level scheme was recently extended with 1673, 2185, 2765, 3785, and 4579 keV levels ͓8͔. In the present work, we established two new sequences on top of the 3014 and 3362 keV levels, respectively. In Ref. ͓8͔, spins and parities of (4 ϩ ), (3 Ϫ ), and (5 Ϫ ) were assumed for the 1673, 2185, and 2765 keV states on the basis of systematic considerations. The multipole orders deduced from the present DCO analysis for the 858.4, 1092.3, and 580.7 keV transitions are consistent with these assignments. This sequence of states is very similar to the one in the even-even neighbor 90 Sr ͓4͔. On the basis of the DCO ratios of the 1341.2 and 1020.2 keV transitions we tentatively assign J ϭ(4 ϩ ) and (6 ϩ ) to the 3014 and 3785 keV levels, respectively. Positive parity is suggested for these states on the basis of the similarity of the levels at 3014, 3785, 4928, 5727, and 6527 Shell-model studies of nuclei with NϾ50 were focused in recent years on nuclei with ZϾ40. In these studies a model space including the 1p 1/2 , 0g 9/2 orbitals for the protons and the 1d 5/2 , 2s 1/2 orbitals for the neutrons has been used. The states with spins up to JϷ15 could be in general well described within this model space, e.g., the Ru, discrepancies found in the description of few positive-parity states were attributed to the omission of the g 7/2 neutron orbital ͓20͔. Analogously, the description of states with spins of JϾ15 may be improved with an extended model space including the higher-lying neutron orbitals 0g 7/2 , 1d 3/2 , and 0h 11/2 as well as excitations of 0g 9/2 neutrons across the N ϭ50 shell gap into the 1d 5/2 orbital ͓18,20-22͔.
In the Sr isotopes with Zϭ38, excitations of 0 f 5/2 or 1p 3/2 protons to the 1p 1/2 , 0g 9/2 orbitals may contribute to the configurations of high-spin states. The model space used in our calculations includes the active proton orbitals (0 f 5/2 ,1p 3/2 ,1p 1/2 ,0g 9/2 ) and neutron orbitals (1p 1/2 , 0g 9/2 ,1d 5/2 ) relative to a hypothetic 66 Ni core. The restricted neutron space should be adequate for the description of states up to JϷ15. Since an empirical set of effective interactions for this model space is not available up to now, various empirical interactions have been combined with results of schematic nuclear interactions applying the surface delta interaction. Details of this procedure are described in Refs. ͓23-26͔. The effective interaction in the proton shells was taken from Ref. ͓27͔ . In that work the residual interaction and the single-particle energies of the proton orbitals were deduced from a least-squares fit to 170 experimental level energies in Nϭ50 nuclei with mass numbers between 82 and 96. The data given in Ref. ͓28͔ have been used for the proton-neutron interaction between the (1p 1/2 ,0g 9/2 ) and the (1p 1/2 ,0g 9/2 ) orbitals. These data were derived from an iterative fit to 95 experimental level energies of Nϭ48, 49, and 50 nuclei. The matrix elements of the neutron-neutron interaction of the (1p 1/2 ,0g 9/2 ) orbitals have been assumed to be equal to the isospin Tϭ1 component of the protonneutron interaction given in Ref. ͓28͔. For the (0 f 5/2 ,0g 9/2 ) residual interaction the matrix elements proposed in Ref. ͓29͔ have been used. The single-particle energies relative to the 66 Ni core used here were derived from the single-particle energies of the proton orbitals given in Ref. ͓27͔ with respect to the 78 Ni core and from the neutron single-hole energies of the 1p 1/2 ,0g 9/2 orbitals ͓28͔. The transformation of these single-particle energies to those relative to the 66 Ni core has been performed ͓30͔ on the basis of the effective residual interactions given above. To make the calculations feasible, a truncation of the occupation numbers has been applied. At most four protons are allowed to occupy the (1p 1/2 ,0g 9/2 ) subshell. Two of the neutrons are assumed to occupy the 1p 1/2 orbital and ten the 0g 9/2 orbital while the remaining three or four appear in the 1d 5/2 orbital for 91 Sr or 92 Sr, respectively. Excitations of neutrons from the 0g 9/2 orbital to the 1d 5/2 orbital are neglected. With these restrictions, configuration spaces with dimensions smaller than 10 300 have been obtained. The calculations were carried out using the code RITSSCHIL ͓32͔.
B. Results for 91 Sr
Experimental and calculated level energies in 91 Sr are compared in Fig. 5 . The 5/2 ϩ and 9/2 ϩ states are mainly described by the (1d 5/2 3 ) configuration. The 9/2 ϩ state is predicted to be the first excited state in agreement with the tentative assignment of 9/2 ϩ to the 993 keV level. In the 7/2 ϩ , 11/2 ϩ , and 13/2 nated by the excitation of two protons to the 0g 9/2 orbital, i.e., the configuration
, and J d ϭ5/2, 9/2. The calculated lowest-lying 5/2 Ϫ to 15/2 Ϫ states are created by lifting one 1p 3/2 proton to the 0g 9/2 orbital. Thus, the main configuration is (1p 3/2 Ϫ1 0g 9/2 1 )(1d 5/2 3 ), except for the 13/2 Ϫ state which is dominated by the configuration (0 f 5/2 Ϫ1 0g 9/2 1 )(1d 5/2 3 ). This configuration is also the main component of the 17/2 Ϫ to 23/2 Ϫ states. We suggest the calculated 11/2 Ϫ , 15/2 Ϫ , 17/2 Ϫ , 19/2 Ϫ , and 21/2 Ϫ states to correspond to the experimental states at 2077, 3115, 3575, 3945, and 4277 keV, respectively. The calculated lowestlying 11/2 Ϫ state is about 800 keV higher than the experimental one. A similar discrepancy was found in Sr. In a previous (d, p) study ͓7͔, an admixture of the (0h 11/2 ) orbital to the 11/2 Ϫ state in 89 Sr was suggested. This admixture lowers the energy relative to the undisturbed one ͓7͔ and may also be the reason for the difference between the experimental and calculated 11/2 Ϫ states in 91 Sr. A similar influence of the (0h 11/2 ) orbital may be assumed for the 15/2 Ϫ state, because it is calculated to include mainly the coupling of the 3 Ϫ proton excitation to the (1d 5/2 3 ) 9/2 configuration. One would therefore expect that the calculated 15/2 Ϫ state is about 800 keV higher than the experimental one. However, the (1d 5/2 3 ) 9/2 configuration contributing to the calculated 15/2 Ϫ state balances this effect partly. This configuration dominates the first 9/2 ϩ state calculated to be about 350 keV lower than the experimental one. Applying this lowering to the 15/2 Ϫ state, the remaining difference between experimental and calculated 15/2 Ϫ states is about 400 keV which is consistent with the difference seen in Fig. 5 .
The creation of 25/2 Ϫ to 27/2 Ϫ states requires the excitation of two protons across the shell gap at Zϭ38. Here, the main configuration is ͓(0 f 5/2 Ϫ1 1 p 3/2 Ϫ1 ) 4 1 p 1/2 1 0g 9/2 1 ͔(1d 5/2 3 ). As can be seen in Fig. 5 Sr are compared with experimental ones in Fig. 6 . In the calculated lowestlying 0 ϩ , 2 ϩ , and 4 ϩ states the (1d 5/2 4 ) J configuration dominates with Jϭ0, 2, and 4, respectively. Similar to 90 Sr ͓4͔, they form a multiplet-like sequence, whereas the experimental level spacings are rather vibrational-like. This simican be seen in Fig. 7 
